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Abstract

Earth system models (ESMs) are commonly used for simulating the climate–carbon (C) cycle and for projecting
future global warming. While ESMs are most often applied to century-long climate simulations, millennium-long
simulations, which have been conducted by other types of models but not by ESM because of the computational
cost, can provide basic fundamental properties of climate–C cycle models and will be required for estimating the
carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration and subsequent climate stabilization in the future. This study used two ESMs
(the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate, the Earth system model version (MIROC-ESM) and the MIROC
Earth system version 2 for long-term simulation (MIROC-ES2L)) to investigate millennium-scale climate and C cycle
adjustment to external forcing. The CO2 concentration was doubled abruptly at the beginning of the model
simulations and kept at that level for the next 1000 or 2000 years; these model simulations were compared with
transient simulations where the CO2 was increased at the rate of 1% year−1 for up to 140 years (1pctCO2). Model
simulations to separate and evaluate the C cycle feedbacks were also performed. Unlike the 1pctCO2 experiment,
the change in temperature–cumulative anthropogenic C emission (ΔT–CE) relationship was non-linear over the
millennium time-scales; there were differences in this nonlinearity between the two ESMs. The differences in ΔT–CE
among existing models suggest large uncertainty in the ΔT and CE in the millennium-long climate-C simulations.
Ocean C and heat transport were found to be disconnected over millennium time-scales, leading to longer time-
scale of ocean C accumulation than heat uptake. Although the experimental design used here was highly idealized,
this long-lasting C uptake by the ocean should be considered as part of the stabilization of CO2 concentration and
global warming. Future studies should perform millennium time-scale simulations using a hierarchy of models to
clarify climate-C cycle processes and to understand the long-term response of the Earth system to anthropogenic
perturbations.
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Introduction
It is clear that anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emis-
sion via fossil fuel burning and land-use change is the
main cause of the current global warming; nations around
the world have agreed to make efforts to try to limit global
warming well below 2 °C. The global warming induced by
anthropogenic CO2 emission involves a series of physical
climate and carbon (C) cycle processes—anthropogenic-
ally emitted C is partly absorbed by land and ocean, and
the CO2 remaining in the atmosphere has changed the at-
mospheric radiation balance resulting in radiative forcing,
leading to the current warming.
To understand the complex nature of the climate–C

cycle systems and to make climate projections, Earth
system models (ESMs) have been developed; these
models have land and ocean biogeochemical compo-
nents embedded or overlaid onto physical climate
models (e.g., Hajima et al. 2014; Kawamiya et al. 2020).
Recent studies using ESMs have revealed that the an-
thropogenically induced global warming can be well ex-
plained by the cumulative anthropogenic CO2 emission;
global warming is almost linear in relation to the cumu-
lative amount of anthropogenic C emission regardless of
the choice of future emission scenario (Allen et al. 2009;
Matthews et al. 2009; Gillett et al. 2013). The ratio of
global warming to cumulative C emission is called tran-
sient climate response to cumulative CO2 emission
(TCRE), usually evaluated at the time when the total
emission reaches 1000 PgC. This relationship between
global warming and anthropogenic CO2 emission helps
to estimate the C budget required to not exceed a spe-
cific warming target, like the 2 °C target promised in the
Paris agreement (United Nations 2015).
Although the findings on TCRE have provided clear

perspective on future cumulative emissions and global
warming, the near constancy of TCRE irrespective of
scenario choice holds in limited conditions. For example,
Stocker et al. (2013) suggested that the constant TCRE
is valid for cumulative emissions up to about 2000 GtC
and until temperatures peak. After that, the characteris-
tics of TCRE have been intensively examined: for ex-
ample, MacDougall (2017) suggested that there likely
exists a limited range for anthropogenic emissions to re-
sult in TCRE being independent of scenario choice;
Tachiiri et al. (2019) examined TCRE in various types of
idealized scenarios and confirmed that TCRE is stable
under scenarios of increasing or stable CO2 concentra-
tion. Another example of the typical condition that has
not been well examined is the period after net zero an-
thropogenic emission is achieved. Although Rogelj et al.
(2018) assumes, in the calculation of the total amount of
CO2 that can be emitted to not exceed a specific warm-
ing target “remaining carbon budget”, that the
temperature change after zero emission (the temperature

change is called “zero-emission commitment”, ZEC)
would be almost zero, it has not been systematically ex-
amined how models project the ZEC (Jones et al. 2019;
MacDougall et al. 2020).
Another condition that should be further examined

and the main purpose of this study is the long-term re-
sponse of the climate–C cycle to anthropogenic perturb-
ation. In particular, the long-term stabilization of
greenhouse gases and the subsequent climate
stabilization correspond to the framework of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UN 1992). In addition, the final goal of our attempts in
relation to the Paris agreement, beyond the urgent ne-
cessity to curb anthropogenic emissions to avoid exceed-
ing a specific warming target, should be the eventual
climate stabilization and concentration stabilization of
greenhouse gases at a certain level. The eventual
stabilization of CO2 concentration can be realized by re-
ducing anthropogenic emissions to the same level as the
total natural C sink or by net zero emission of anthropo-
genic C (in this case, the CO2 concentration would
slowly decline over hundreds or thousands of years and
then the stabilization of concentration and global
temperature will be eventually realized (Eby et al. 2009;
MacDougall et al. 2020)). In both cases, the climate–C
system continues to change for a long time to adjust to
the new external forcing, likely from century to millen-
nium time-scale (Archer et al. 2009; Li et al. 2013; Fröli-
cher et al. 2013; Joos et al. 2013; Yamamoto et al. 2018;
Rugenstein et al. 2019).
In the physical climate science field, the degree of even-

tual warming and the time period necessary to reach a
new equilibrium state have been intensively examined in
the context of “equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS)”. ECS
is defined as the eventual warming after doubling of the
CO2 concentration from the pre-industrial state and is
usually evaluated by applying regression analysis to cli-
mate model simulations of 150 years to reduce the com-
putational cost of performing simulations over thousands
of years (Gregory et al. 2004; Andrews et al. 2012). To ac-
curately estimate ECS, recent studies actually performed
simulations of running climate models over thousands of
years until they reach the new equilibrium state (e.g.,
Danabasoglu and Gent 2009; Li et al. 2013; Paynter et al.
2018; Saint-Martin et al. 2019; Mauritsen et al. 2019), and
a multi-model comparison study was conducted by
Rugenstein et al. (2019).
When compared with physical climate research, there

are few studies that examine how long the C cycle con-
tinues to change in response to external forcing and
how much anthropogenic C eventually accumulates on
land and in the ocean on the millennium time-scale. In
particular, the feedback strength of C cycle processes
has been examined in century-scale simulations where
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the CO2 concentration is gradually increased by 1%
year−1, and thus the feedback strengths have been evalu-
ated as the transient C cycle response against changing
magnitude of external forcing. In addition to such
century-scale simulations, the quantification of C cycle
processes in millennium time-scale simulations, as in the
experiments for evaluating ECS, will provide perspective
on our long-term climate and CO2 concentration
stabilization. Although the long-term simulations be-
yond centuries and the analysis on climate–C cycle pro-
cesses have been performed by ESMs of Intermediate
Complexity (EMICs) (e.g., Archer et al. 2009; Eby et al.
2013; Zickfeld et al. 2013; Joos et al. 2013), there are few
ESM-based studies on the climate–C cycle because of
the computational costs (e.g., Frölicher et al. 2013; Joos
et al. 2013). Such millennium time-scale experiments by
ESMs will reveal the detailed processes on how climate–
C cycle processes continue to change toward a new
equilibrium state and can provide fundamental under-
standing on our long-term climate and CO2 concentra-
tion stabilization.
In this study, we performed millennium time-scale ex-

periments using ESMs to investigate long-term climate
and C cycle adjustment to external forcing. As in the
evaluation of ECS, the C cycle process was quantified
based on experiments where CO2 concentration was
abruptly doubled and kept at that level over 1000 or
2000 years, using two ESMs. By using the simulation re-
sults, the relationship between global warming and cu-
mulative anthropogenic C emission can be analyzed.
The models and experimental configurations are de-
scribed in the “Methods” section, and the simulation re-
sults are shown in the “Results and discussion” section.
We first compare the simulation results of global
temperature, ocean, and land C amount, and diagnosed
fossil fuel emission, and then the simulation results are
analyzed in terms of global warming and cumulative an-
thropogenic C emission, by comparing with that of tran-
sient simulations where the CO2 concentration was
increased at the rate of 1% year−1. Such analysis is also
applied to existing simulation results performed by
EMICs. To explore the mechanisms that produce differ-
ent patterns between the two types of experiments,
ocean heat and C uptakes are analyzed together with the
discussion on the limitation of near constancy of TCRE.
Finally, the summary and conclusions are described in
the corresponding sections.

Methods
Earth system models
To examine the long-term climate–C cycle response to
external forcing, we used two types of ESMs based on
Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models
(AOGCM): the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on

Climate, the Earth system model version (MIROC-ESM)
developed by Watanabe et al. (2011) and the MIROC
Earth system version 2 for long-term simulation
(MIROC-ES2L), developed by Hajima et al. (2020). The
former is a model that was intensively used for the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5
(CMIP5, Taylor et al. 2012). This model is based on
MIROC3.2 coupled with a land C cycle model, a
spatially explicit individual-based dynamic global vegeta-
tion model (SEIB-DGVM; Sato et al. 2007) and an ocean
biogeochemical component including ocean C cycle
model and nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplankton-detritus
type ocean ecosystem model. The atmospheric grid sys-
tem employs a T42 horizontal grid with 80 vertical
layers, and the ocean has a grid system that consists of
longitudinal spacing of about 1.4° and latitudinal grid in-
tervals that gradually become finer close to the equator,
with 44 levels of vertical coordinates. The latter model,
MIROC-ES2L, is the latest generation of MIROC-based
ESM and is expected to be intensively used for CMIP6
(Eyring et al. 2016). The physical core is MIROC5.2, and
the horizontal resolution of the atmosphere is the same
as that of MIROC-ESM but with reduced vertical layers
(40; up to 3 hPa). The ocean grid has the longitudinal
grid spacing of 1°, and the meridional grid spacing varies
from about 0.5° near the Equator to 1° in the midlati-
tudes. This model has a land biogeochemical component
model, the Vegetation Integrative Simulator for Trace
gases model (VISIT; Ito and Inatomi 2012), extended for
the ESM and embeds an updated ocean biogeochemical
component named OECO2 (Hajima et al. 2020).

Simulations
Using the two ESMs, we performed several types of mil-
lennium time-scale experiments in addition to other ex-
periments performed in CMIP (Table 1). The first was a
control run “CTL”, where external forcing like CO2 con-
centration was fixed at pre-industrial levels. The control
run was performed over 2000 years by MIROC-ESM and
1000 years by MIROC-ES2L. These experiments were
originally performed for CMIP5/CMIP6 experiments,
but in this study, the simulations were extended up to
1000 and 2000 years.
The second type of experiment was the “FULL2 × CO2”

experiment, where the atmospheric CO2 concentration
was abruptly doubled (hereafter presented by “2 ×
CO2”) and held at that level during the same period as
in the CTL runs. These experiments were similar to an
idealized experiment of CMIP5/CMIP6, where the CO2

concentration abruptly quadrupled over a few centuries,
but in this study, the simulation period was extended to
1000 or 2000 years, and the CO2 concentration was dou-
bled, not quadrupled.
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The third and fourth experiments, named “BGC2 ×

CO2” and “RAD2 × CO2”, respectively, were special simu-
lations to evaluate the C cycle feedbacks. These two ex-
periments were performed by MIROC-ESM only. The
former experiment was designed to isolate the C cycle
change in response to CO2 increase. In this experiment,
CO2 concentration change was only detected by C cycle
processes, and the atmospheric radiation process was
maintained at the pre-industrial level concentration.
Thus, in the BGC2 × CO2 experiment, there was no glo-
bal warming induced by CO2 concentration increase,
and direct stimulation of CO2 increase was the main
driver of C cycle change. The RAD2 × CO2 experiment,
in contrast, was designed to evaluate the C cycle change
solely in response to climate change. In this experiment,
the atmospheric radiation process detected the CO2 in-
crease, but there was no direct stimulation of CO2 in-
crease on land and ocean C cycle processes. Thus,
climate change was the main driver of C cycle change in
this experiment. These two types of experiments were
originally devised in the multi-model comparison on
climate-C cycle models in the Coupled Carbon Cycle
Climate Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP, Arora
et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2016), but the CO2 concentration
in the original C4MIP experiment was increased by 1%
year−1 over 140 years (named “1pctCO2”).
Finally, to analyze the relationship between global

temperature change and cumulative anthropogenic C emis-
sion, the 1pctCO2 simulation results from MIROC-ESM
and MIROC-ES2L were also compared with the millen-
nium time-scale experiment. The 1pctCO2 experiments
were performed as one of the experiments of CMIP5/
CMIP6 and already reported in several places (e.g., Hajima
et al. 2012; Gillett et al. 2013; Hajima et al. 2020).
All experiments performed in this study were based on

prescribed CO2 concentration, and thus the anthropo-
genic C emissions were diagnosed from the prescribed
CO2 concentration and simulated C uptake by land and
ocean, as shown below:

E ¼ dCA=dtþ dCL=dtþ dCO=dt

where E is the annual anthropogenic emission; CA, CL,
and CO are changes in the C amount in the atmosphere,
land, and ocean, respectively; and the time derivatives of
the land and ocean C amounts corresponded to their net
C uptake.

Simulations by EMICs
When compared with ESMs, EMICs have less complex-
ity of climate-C cycle processes in some component
models, and thus the models can effectively be run over
millennium time-scales. Eby et al. (2013) and Zickfeld
et al. (2013) performed various types of long-term simu-
lations using multiple EMICs (named “EMIC-AR5”), and
we obtained the simulation results from eight of the
EMICs (Bern3D, DCESS, GENIE, IGSM, MESMO,
MIROC3-lite-LCM, UMD, and UVic ESCM) for
1pctCO2 (140 years) and FULL2 × CO2 (1000 years) ex-
periments. The results of global temperature and C
fluxes were compared with those of MIROC-ESM and
MIROC-ES2L simulations.

Results and discussion
Global changes in temperature and C storages
The results of global mean surface air temperature
change (ΔT) and changes in land and ocean C amount
are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 2, after removing the
trends that were found in CTL (the successful removal
of the trends can be confirmed in the gray lines in Fig. 1,
and the result before the detrending operation is shown
in Fig. S1). In the FULL2 × CO2 experiment by MIROC-
ESM, there was a temperature increase of about 3 °C in
the first few centuries. Then, slight warming started at
around 600–700 years, and in the latter half of the simu-
lation, ΔT was almost stabilized and finally reached
3.2 °C above the warming when compared with CTL.
This number is much smaller than the ECS estimates of
4.7 °C by Andrews et al. (2012), in which linear regres-
sion analyses using 150 year simulations, the so called
“Gregory method,” were used for the ECS evaluation.
One of the likely reasons for the ECS discrepancy be-
tween the actual warming in FULL2 × CO2 and the result
of Andrews et al. (2012) is the strong and non-linear
warming trend found in the CTL experiment by
MIROC-ESM (Fig. S1); although Andrews et al. (2012)
considers such global temperature drift in the control
run, the analysis relies on 150 year simulation results,
which might be insufficient to capture the strong and
non-linear drift of MIROC-ESM. Additionally, similar to
the MIROC-ESM result, Li et al. (2013) also suggested
an overestimation of ECS by the linear regression
method; their 6000 year simulation using a climate
model also showed smaller global warming than the ECS
estimated by the Gregory method. Throughout the

Table 1 Models, experimental configurations, and time periods of simulation used in this study

Experiment name CTL FULL2 × CO2 BGC2 × CO2 RAD2 × CO2 1pctCO2

Experimental configuration on CO2 concentration Fix at pre-industrial level Abruptly doubled and fixed Increased by 1% year−1

Simulation years: MIROC-ESM 2000 years 2000 years 2000 years 2000 years 140 years

Simulation years: MIROC-ES2L 1000 years 1000 years – – 140 years
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simulation period, most of the global warming was real-
ized in the first half of the 2000 year simulation. As ex-
pected from the experimental designs, ΔT in BGC2 ×

CO2 was almost constant and very close to zero because
abrupt CO2 doubling does not affect atmospheric radia-
tive processes; ΔT in the RAD2 × CO2 experiment almost
overlapped with that of FULL2 × CO2.
In the FULL2 × CO2 experiment by MIROC-ESM, land

showed quite a small change in C amount. Although

atmospheric CO2 increase actually stimulates land eco-
systems (Fig. 1b, results from BGC2 × CO2 experiment
shown by the blue line), most of this land C sink in-
duced by CO2 stimulation was opposed by the large C
loss that was induced by global warming and the result-
ant increase in ecosystem respiration (confirmed by the
results of the RAD2 × CO2 experiment shown by the red
line in the panel). This weak land C sink in the FULL2 ×

CO2 experiment is consistent with the results of the

Fig. 1 Change in temperature (ΔT) (top) and changes in cumulative land (middle) and ocean (bottom) carbon (C) uptake in the millennium time-
scale experiments. Left a–c panels present the simulation results from MIROC-ESM; FULL2 × CO2 (black), BGC2 × CO2 (blue), and RAD2 × CO2 (red),
where atmospheric CO2 concentrations are abruptly doubled and held constant over 2000 years. Right d–f panels present the results from
MIROC-ES2L with the results from FULL2 × CO2 over 1000 years. The control experiment of each model is shown by the gray line. All simulation
results were detrended by the control run of each model, by fitting spline curves over 1000/2000 years
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1pctCO2 experiment (Arora et al. 2013). The C amount
in vegetation and soil kept changing beyond 1000 years
(Fig. S2) because (1) the vegetation C kept increasing be-
cause of the spatial redistribution of vegetation (e.g., the
boreal forest invasion into the tundra region) and (2) soil
C kept declining in the northern hemisphere high lati-
tude areas because of the lag in response behind climate
change. In contrast, the ocean component showed a
strong and long-lasting C sink (black line in Fig. 1c),
which was mainly caused by CO2 stimulation of ocean
biogeochemistry (blue line in the panel). Although the
ocean C sink was somewhat reduced by the global
warming effect (red line), the C reduction induced by
global warming was smaller than that of land, as con-
firmed in a previous study (Arora et al. 2013). When
compared with land, the ocean continued to accumulate
C throughout the simulation period, although the rate of
increase gradually declined.
The ΔT in MIROC-ES2L was relatively small com-

pared with that in MIROC-ESM, and the ΔT after 1000
years was about 2.5 °C (Fig. 1d; Table 2). This reduced
warming in MIROC-ES2L as opposed to MIROC-ESM
was already confirmed by comparing the transient cli-
mate response in each model (Hajima et al. 2020:
MIROC-ESM is 2.2 K while MIROC-ES2L is 1.5 K), and
by comparing ECSs based on the Gregory method (4.7 K
for MIROC-ESM by Andrews et al. 2012 and 2.7 K for
MIROC-ES2L by Tsutsui 2020). When compared with
MIROC-ESM, MIROC-ES2L shows a stronger land C
sink of about 500 PgC accumulation (Fig. 1e; Table 2),
by increasing the CO2-induced C accumulation and re-
ducing warming-induced C loss (Hajima et al. 2020). Al-
though the global land C change almost ceased within a
few hundred years, regional soil C change was still
present at around year 1000, and soil C reduction in
boreal forest and in other warmer regions was partly
compensated by the soil C accumulation in the tundra
region. The ocean C sink in MIROC-ES2L was slightly
smaller than that of MIROC-ESM at year 1000 (Fig. 1f;
Table 2), as expected from the almost unchanged
strength of C cycle feedback of the ocean in the two

models (Hajima et al. 2020). As in MIROC-ESM, the
ocean in MIROC-ES2L continued to show C accumula-
tion over the 1000 year period while the land C was al-
most stabilized within a few centuries. We note that
although MIROC-ES2L explicitly simulates the C re-
moval by the ocean sedimentation process of about 0.07
PgC year−1 (this can be confirmed by the linear ocean C
uptake found in CTL, Fig. S1), the contribution of the
sedimentation process to ocean C change is excluded in
Fig. 1 and in other results displayed herein.

Diagnosed annual anthropogenic emission
The annual mean anthropogenic C emissions diagnosed
from the FULL2 × CO2 simulation by two models are
shown in Fig. 2 (and the cumulative anthropogenic C
emissions are shown in Fig. S2). To maintain consistency
with the abrupt CO2 concentration doubling, more than
500 PgC year−1 emission should be added to the atmos-
phere in the first year of the simulation. In addition, be-
cause the land and the ocean start to accumulate C in
response to the abrupt CO2 concentration increase, the
total annual emissions in the first year exceeded 600 PgC
(Fig. 2 a and f) in both models.
After the second year, because the CO2 concentration

was fixed at 2 × CO2 level, there should be no change in
the atmospheric C concentration. Thus, the annual com-
patible emission should be identical to the sum of the C
changes in land and ocean hereafter. In the first decades,
the annual emissions were more than 10 PgC year−1, but
the emission rates gradually reduced. Contributions
from land and ocean to the annual emission were almost
comparable, but the contribution from land was differ-
ent between the two models—MIROC-ES2L showed lar-
ger land contribution than MIROC-ESM because of the
intensified land C sink, as mentioned above. After 50
years, although both the natural C sink of land and
ocean resulted in anthropogenic emissions exceeding 2
PgC year−1 (Fig. 2 d and i), the land contribution grad-
ually reduced and almost vanished after 250 years;
MIROC-ESM showed a slight negative contribution of
land to anthropogenic emissions over this time-scale.

Table 2 The simulation results of FULL2 × CO2, BGC2 × CO2, and RAD2 × CO2 by MIROC-ESM and MIROC-ES2L

1000th year 2000th year

ΔT* [K] CL† [PgC] CO‡ [PgC] CE§ [PgC] ΔT* [K] CL† [PgC] CO‡ [PgC] CE§ [PgC]

MIROC-ESM FULL2 × CO2 3.2 180 1121 1904 3.2 167 1435 2205

BGC2 × CO2 0.1 800 1357 2761 0.0 836 1691 3131

RAD2 × CO2 3.3 − 487 − 196 − 79 3.2 − 527 − 272 − 195

MIROC-ES2L FULL2 × CO2 2.5 497 1072 2172 – – – –

The values presented are 20 year averages (e.g., the average of years 981–1000 is used for the value of year 1000). All results are calculated after the detrending
as in Fig. 1. Please refer to Table 1 for descriptions of models, model configurations, and time periods of simulations
*ΔT, Global mean surface air temperature change
†CL, Cumulative land carbon (C) uptake
‡CO, Cumulative ocean C uptake
§CE, Cumulative anthropogenic C emission
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Even after 1000 years have passed, both models pro-
jected positive anthropogenic emission originating from
the ocean C uptake, but the emission rates were less
than 1 PgC year−1. The slight C uptake by the ocean was
maintained even after 2000 years, as simulated by
MIROC-ESM.

Relationship between global temperature rise and
cumulative emission
To understand the relationship between global warming
and anthropogenic emission on the millennium time-
scale, ΔT and cumulative anthropogenic C emission
(CE) in the experiments were examined (Fig. 3; Table 2).
The ΔT–CE relationship is well-known to be almost lin-
ear in simulations of 1pctCO2 or historical to future cli-
mate projections (Allen et al. 2009; Matthews et al.
2009; Gillett et al. 2013), and this was also confirmed in
the 1pctCO2 experiments by the two models (green
dots, Fig. 3). In the FULL2 × CO2 experiment, because at-
mospheric CO2 concentration is instantaneously dou-
bled in the first year, the ΔT–CE plots do not start from
the origin of the plot (black dots, Fig. 3). As CE in-
creased, ΔT in FULL2 × CO2 by the two models showed
an almost linear increase, overlapping the result on the
plot for 1pctCO2. However, after 400 years, the global
temperature in the FULL2 × CO2 experiment by MIROC-
ESM was almost stabilized at around 3 °C while the CE

continued to increase. As a result, the ΔT–CE plot of
FULL2 × CO2 started to deviate from that of the 1pctCO2
experiment at around year 400, and this deviation was
more clearly recognized in MIROC-ESM than in
MIROC-ES2L. As mentioned above, at around 600–700
years the two models showed a slight increase in ΔT
(Fig. 1), and this slight warming was confirmed in the
ΔT–CE plot (Fig. 3).
The BGC2 × CO2 and RAD2 × CO2 simulation results

from MIROC-ESM are also presented in Fig. 3 (blue and
red dots, respectively). In the BGC2 × CO2 experiment, be-
cause the CO2 increase only stimulates the C cycle with-
out CO2-induced global warming, the ΔT–CE plot lies on
the horizontal axis, showing CE exceeding 3000 PgC. In
the RAD2 × CO2 experiment, because the CO2 increase
does not stimulate the C cycle but perturbs the atmos-
pheric radiation balance, CO2-induced global warming oc-
curs as in the FULL2 × CO2 experiment. This global
warming reduced the CE in the RAD2 × CO2 experiment
to − 195 PgC. The synthesis of the final condition of the
BGC2 × CO2 and RAD2 × CO2 simulations (blue circle filled
by red in Fig. 3) is close to the final condition of the
FULL2 × CO2 experiment (black circle), although there is a
mismatch between the FULL2 × CO2 and BGC2 × CO2 plus
RAD2 × CO2 in terms of CE. In summary, if the CO2 con-
centration was doubled without producing radiative for-
cing, there would be a total C emission of about 3100 PgC

Fig. 2 Changes in atmospheric carbon (C) pool, annual land/ocean C uptake, and diagnosed anthropogenic emission in the FULL2 × CO2

experiments: the 2000 years simulation by MIROC-ESM (top) and the 1000 years simulation by MIROC-ES2L (bottom). The annual C emission is
diagnosed as the sum of C changes in the atmosphere, land, and the ocean, and presented in the figure as black dotted lines. Color bars
represent changes in C storages of atmosphere (orange) and annual C uptake by ocean (light blue) and land (green). In panels c and h, d and i,
and e and j, the annual C fluxes were calculated as the averages of 5-, 25-, and 250 year intervals, respectively
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by the C cycle response to CO2 increase, but this cumula-
tive C emission should be reduced by about 900 PgC be-
cause of the warming effect on natural C uptake, leading
to the cumulative emission of about 2200 PgC in the
FULL2 × CO2 experiment (Table 2).

Quantifying the dissimilarity of ΔT and CE relationship
between 1pctCO2 and FULL experiments
In the sections above, we confirmed that the ΔT–CE re-
lationship in the FULL2 × CO2 experiments was not

linear, unlike the case of 1pctCO2, and that this nonline-
arity was more evident in MIROC-ESM than MIROC-
ES2L—the degree of nonlinearity of the ΔT–CE relation-
ship in FULL2 × CO2 was different between the two
models. MIROC-ESM showed strong nonlinearity, which
was illustrated as a large deviation of the FULL2 × CO2

experiment from 1pctCO2 in the latter period of the
2000 year simulation (top panel of Fig. 3). In contrast,
MIROC-ES2L showed limited nonlinearity in the FULL2
× CO2 experiment, with close positioning of the FULL2 ×

Fig. 3 Relationships between cumulative carbon (C) emission and changes in global mean near surface air temperature in two Earth system
models. The top panel presents 2000 year simulations by MIROC-ESM; FULL2 × CO2 (black), BGC2 × CO2 (blue), and RAD2 × CO2 (red) experiments
where the CO2 concentration is abruptly doubled. The result from the 1pctCO2 experiment is shown in green. The bottom panel presents 1000
year simulations by MIROC-ES2L with the FULL2 × CO2 configuration, together with the result from the 1pctCO2 experiment. Circles presents the
final condition of experiments (the last 50 year average). Transient conditions in the Xth year (50 year average centering on the Xth year) are
presented by cross marks in white
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CO2 result in relation to that of 1pctCO2 (bottom panel
of Fig. 3). To quantitatively discuss the difference be-
tween the models, we first define several quantities for
evaluating temperature, C, and temperature-C, as sum-
marized in Fig. 4.
For discussing global temperature change in models,

some quantities have been conventionally utilized in the
climate science field: transient climate response (TCR),
equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), and unrealized
warming (presented here as “ΔTUNR”). TCR is defined as
the global temperature rise when the CO2 concentration
reaches the 2 × CO2 level in the 1pctCO2 experiment.
ECS is an equilibrium temperature rise: this can be real-
ized by providing abruptly doubled CO2 concentration
to models and running models over thousands of years
until they reach a new steady state; in many cases, the
ECS values in models are usually estimated by a linear
regression method, as mentioned above. As suggested by
previous studies, > 2000 years and up to 10,000 years of
simulation will be necessary to obtain the real equilib-
rium state (e.g., Li et al. 2013). Indeed, the global tem-
peratures at the end of the simulations in this study still
have some variations or trends, and thus, we define the
global temperature rise at the time of year 1000 as a
quasi-ECS “qECS”. The unrealized warming, ΔTUNR, is

usually defined as the difference between ECS and TCR.
However, since we cannot obtain a real ECS, we thus de-
fine ΔTUNR as qECS–TCR.
Similarly, we define C-related quantities for quantify-

ing the ΔT–CE relationship in experiments: transient
cumulative emission (TCE), quasi-equilibrium cumula-
tive emission (qECE), unrealized C uptake (ΔCUNR), and
additional C uptake (ΔCADD). Analogous to TCR, TCE
is defined here as the cumulative C emission when CO2

reaches 2 × CO2 level in the 1pctCO2 experiment (if the
cumulative airborne fraction of emitted carbon (AF, de-
fined as CA/CE) of 1pctCO2 in existing models is avail-
able, TCE can be estimated by: TCE = CA2 × CO2/AF,
where CA2 × CO2 is the atmospheric carbon change at
the doubled CO2 concentration level). qECE is defined
as the cumulative emission of year 1000 of the FULL2 ×

CO2 experiment. The difference between the two, qECE–
TCE, is defined here as the unrealized carbon uptake
ΔCUNR. Thus, ΔCUNR reflects the difference in CE be-
tween the final condition of the FULL2 × CO2 experi-
ment, and the condition where CO2 concentration is
doubled in 1pctCO2. ΔCADD is similar to ΔCUNR, but
this quantity is defined as the CE difference between the
two experiments when ΔT reaches qECS in each experi-
ment (as shown by the orange arrow in Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Definitions of quantities for evaluating temperature and carbon (C) in 1pctCO2 and FULL2 × CO2 experiments, illustrated in the context of
global surface air temperature change (ΔT)–cumulative anthropogenic C emission (CE): transient climate response (TCR); transient C emission
(TCE); quasi-equilibrium climate sensitivity (qECS); quasi-equilibrium C emission (qECE); unrealized warming (ΔTUNR); unrealized C uptake (ΔCUNR);
additional C uptake (ΔCADD); transient climate response to cumulative C emission (TCRE); quasi-equilibrium climate response to cumulative C
emission (qECRE); and the ratio of unrealized warming to unrealized C uptake (RUNR). Note that TCRE is usually defined as the ratio of ΔT to CE
when CE reaches 1000 PgC, but we evaluate it here when the CO2 concentration in the 1pctCO2 experiment reaches 2 × CO2 level
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The ratio of ΔT to CE is called the transient climate re-
sponse to cumulative C emission (TCRE), which is usually
evaluated when CE reaches 1000 PgC. In this study, TCRE
is evaluated at the time when the CO2 concentration
reaches the 2 × CO2 level in the 1pctCO2 experiment.
Similarly, the ratio of qECS to qECE is named here as the
quasi-equilibrium climate response to cumulative C emis-
sion (qECRE). In addition, the ratio of unrealized warming
(ΔTUNR) to unrealized C uptake (ΔCUNR) is named here
as RUNR. If a model has a value for RUNR that is perfectly
identical to the TCRE, the relationship TCRE = RUNR =
qECRE holds, presenting no difference between the
1pctCO2 and FULL2 × CO2 experiments.
The ΔTUNR and ΔCUNR of MIROC-ESM were 1.0 °C and

910 PgC, respectively, and thus RUNR of the model was about
1.13 °C/EgC (Table 3, Fig. 5). This RUNR only accounts for
51% of the TCRE, which is visualized in Fig. 5 as the decreas-
ing slope of the ΔT–CE curve in the latter period of the
FULL2 × CO2 experiment; the dissimilarity of the ΔT–CE re-
lationship between the FULL2 × CO2 and 1pctCO2 experi-
ments is captured by the relatively small value of RUNR when
compared with TCRE. This suggests that in the model, glo-
bal warming in the FULL2 × CO2 experiment is almost
ceased/realized in the first 500–1000 years but cumulative C
emission still continues beyond this time-scale—natural C
uptake, in particular by the ocean, still continues even after
the global warming is almost ceased. In MIROC-ES2L (Table
3, Fig. 5), ΔTUNR and ΔCUNR were respectively 0.94 °C and
1024 PgC, and thus RUNR of this model becomes 0.91. The

RUNR of MIROC-ES2L is 67% of the TCRE, indicating that
ΔT–CE is relatively similar between 1pctCO2 and FULL2 ×

CO2 experiments, compared with MIROC-ESM. This sug-
gests that the global warming and cumulative emission pro-
jected by MIROC-ES2L almost proceed in pace with each
other in the FULL2 × CO2 experiment, as in the 1pctCO2
experiment.

Comparison with other models: EMICs
The two types of ESMs showed quite different values of
RUNR and TCRE although both models belong to the
same family of MIROC. To examine how RUNR and
TCRE are uncertain in existing models, the same ana-
lyses was applied to the simulation results of EMIC-
AR5. Analysis of the results of the eight EMICs is shown
in Fig. 5 and Table 3. Five of the eight EMICs (DCESS,
GENIE, IGSM, MESMO, and UMD) showed the reduc-
tion in slope of ΔT–CE plot in the latter period of the
FULL2 × CO2 experiment—these models have lower
RUNR than TCRE values, as in the MIROC-ESM simula-
tions. Two of the models (Bern3D and MIROC3-lite-
LCM) showed almost similar values for both RUNR and
TCRE, thus the final condition of the 1000 year simula-
tion dropped onto the ΔT–CE line of the 1pctCO2
simulation. One model, UVic ESCM, showed larger
RUNR than TCRE. On average, all ten models including
two ESMs and eight EMICs showed 1.87 ± 0.38 °C/EgC
for TCRE, 1.11 ± 0.51 °C/EgC for RUNR, and 1.48 ±
0.37 °C/EgC for qECRE (Table 3). The quantification of

Table 3 Comparison of temperature, carbon, and temperature-carbon quantities in two Earth system models and eight Earth
systems Models of Intermediate Complexity

Quantity category Temperature quantities Carbon quantities Temperature–Carbon quantities

Quantity name
[Unit]

TCR
[K]

qECS
[K]

ΔTUNR

[K]
TCE
[PgC]

qECE
[PgC]

ΔCUNR

[PgC]
ΔCADD

[PgC]
TCRE [K/
EgC]

qECRE [K/
EgC]

RUNR [K/
EgC]

RUNR/TCRE
[–]

MIROC-ESM 2.21 3.23 1.03 994 1904 910 392 2.22 1.70 1.13 0.51

MIROC-ES2L 1.56 2.49 0.94 1148 2172 1024 262 1.36 1.15 0.91 0.67

Bern3D 1.98 3.32 1.34 1002 1849 848 42 1.98 1.80 1.58 0.80

DCESS 2.07 2.83 0.76 1006 2214 1207 629 2.05 1.28 0.63 0.31

GENIE 2.47 3.98 1.51 1079 2354 1275 464 2.29 1.69 1.19 0.52

IGSM 1.52 1.91 0.39 963 1888 925 647 1.58 1.01 0.42 0.27

MESMO 2.41 3.70 1.29 968 1830 862 225 2.49 2.02 1.50 0.60

MIROC3-lite-LCM 1.58 2.84 1.26 1031 2038 1006 45 1.53 1.39 1.25 0.82

UVic-ESCM 1.94 3.49 1.55 1183 1959 776 − 326 1.64 1.78 2.00 1.22

UMD 1.60 2.23 0.63 1009 2387 1378 669 1.59 0.94 0.46 0.29

Mean 1.93 3.00 1.07 1038 2060 1021 305 1.87 1.48 1.11 0.60

S.D. 0.36 0.66 0.39 75 209 201 322 0.38 0.37 0.51 0.30

Max 2.47 3.98 1.55 1183 2387 1378 669 2.49 2.02 2.00 1.22

Min. 1.52 1.91 0.39 963 1830 776 − 326 1.36 0.94 0.42 0.27

S.D./Mean 0.19 0.22 0.36 0.07 0.10 0.20 1.05 0.20 0.25 0.46 0.49

The quantities are defined in Fig. 4
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TCRE, RUNR, and qECRE also revealed that the standard
deviation relative to multi-model mean (the coefficient
of variation, Table 3) was the largest for RUNR (0.46),
followed by that of qECRE (0.25), and TCRE (0.20), sug-
gesting the importance of constraining the long-term cli-
mate and C cycle responses beyond century time-scale
in models. Although year 1000 was used in this study for
calculating RUNR and qECRE, the values are likely to be-
come smaller in many models if we extend the simula-
tion (e.g., up to more than a few thousands of years) and
use the result for calculating the RUNR and qECRE be-
cause oceanic C uptake likely persists beyond 1000 years.
If RUNR is smaller than TCRE, it should be accompan-

ied by positive ΔCADD, as indicated by the orange arrows

in Figs. 4 and 5. The positive ΔCADD means that the C
emission that is eventually achieved by the end of 1000
years simulation should be larger than the cumulative
value that is estimated from 1pctCO2. This is owing to
the long-lasting C uptake by the ocean, and the ΔCADD

was 305 ± 322 PgC (Table 3; a demonstration by a sim-
ple climate model to estimate ΔCADD in other climate
stabilization scenarios can be found in Fig. S7).

Difference in ocean heat and C uptake
In the above discussion, we have confirmed that both
ESMs showed smaller RUNR than TCRE, particularly for
MIROC-ESM (Table 3); this was also confirmed in many
(five of eight) EMICs. In MIROC-ESM, much of the

Fig. 5 Relationships between cumulative carbon (C) emission and changes in global mean surface air temperature in the experiments of abruptly
doubled CO2 concentration (FULL2 × CO2 1000 years; black) and that where CO2 concentration is increased by 1 % year−1 (1pctCO2; 140 years;
gray) by two ESMs (MIROC-ESM and MIROC-ES2L) and eight EMICs from EMIC-AR5 (Eby et al. 2013; Zickfeld et al. 2013). Gray-filled circles
represent the time when the CO2 concentration reaches about 2 × CO2 level in 1pctCO2 (calculated as the average of years 61–80); black-filled
circles represent the final condition of the FULL2 × CO2 experiment (calculated as the average of years 981–1000). Red, blue, and orange arrows
indicate the unrealized warming (ΔTUNR), unrealized C uptake (ΔCUNR), and additional C uptake (ΔCADD), as defined in Fig. 4
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global warming was already realized by around year 250,
and the global warming almost ceased after 1000 years
(Fig. 1a). However, ocean C uptake was still present be-
yond 1000 years (Fig. 1c), leading to the long-lasting an-
thropogenic C emission (Fig. 2) and increase in
cumulative emission (Fig. 3; Fig. S2). As a result, the
ΔT–CE relationship, which is usually visualized as an al-
most linear line on the ΔT–CE plot when using the
1pctCO2 experiment or other historical/future simula-
tion results, became non-linear in the 2000-year simula-
tion (Fig. 3). These results suggest that long-lasting
ocean C uptake will be a key for understanding the ΔT–
CE relationship in millennium time-scale simulations.
In addition to the important role of the ocean in the

long-term C budget, the ocean has been implicated in
the control of long-term global warming by absorbing
excess heat from the atmosphere, until the outgoing
longwave radiation into space counterbalances radiative
forcing. Previous studies have suggested that these heat
and C uptakes by the ocean likely proceed in pace with
each other because both processes are controlled by the
same oceanic processes such as wintertime deep convec-
tion in polar regions and deep ocean circulation that

distributes absorbed excess heat and anthropogenic C
over the global oceans (e.g., Jones et al. 2016; MacDou-
gall 2017). Indeed, a multi-model study using CMIP5
ESMs demonstrated the almost similar spatiotemporal
pattern of ocean heat and C uptake (Frölicher et al.
2015). Ehlert and Zickfeld (2017) noted in their long-
term simulation study on ZEC that thermal equilibrium
is likely faster than biogeochemical equilibrium, but they
attributed it to the long time-scales of sediment C cycle
processes. This widespread understanding appears to be
contradictory to the results of this study, which shows
that C uptake by the ocean likely continues longer than
ocean heat uptake. Indeed, the shape of the curve of an-
nual ocean heat uptake plotted against cumulative ocean
C uptake is quite similar to the shape of the ΔT–CE
curve in the FULL2 × CO2 experiments in the two ESMs
and seven EMICs (Fig. 6, in which one EMIC (UMD) is
omitted because the data on ocean heat uptake of the
model was not available). This suggests that the long-
term response of the ocean forms the shape of the ΔT–
CE plots and that the ocean heat uptake and C uptake
beyond centuries proceed at different paces, resulting in
relatively smaller RUNR than TCRE values.

Fig. 6 The relationship between cumulative oceanic carbon uptake (CO) and (1) changes in global mean air temperature (red dots, T2) and (2)
annual ocean heat uptake (black dots, OHU) in the experiments of abruptly doubled CO2 concentration during 1000 years by two ESMs (MIROC-
ESM and MIROC-ES2L) and seven EMICs from EMIC-AR5. The UMD model shown in Fig. 5 was omitted because the data on ocean heat uptake of
the model was not available
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To explore the mechanism behind the different rate of
the two processes, we examined the propagation of heat
and C in the ocean in the FULL2 × CO2 experiment by
MIROC-ESM. Figure 7 shows the result in the Atlantic.
Note that the RAD2 × CO2 experiment is used for the

analysis of heat transport and that the BGC2 × CO2 ex-
periment is used for C, so as to separately discuss the ef-
fect of CO2 doubling on the ocean heat and C uptakes
(the figures for the FULL2 × CO2 experiment can be
found in Figs. S3 and S4, respectively).

Fig. 7 Atmosphere-ocean heat and carbon dioxide (CO2) fluxes (plots) and vertical distributions of ocean temperature and dissolved inorganic
carbon (DIC) (TO and tCO2; shades) in the Atlantic ocean (30°W): the first and third columns show the absolute magnitudes of the fluxes and
system states (ocean temperature and DIC), and the second and fourth columns show the anomalies from the control run. The units are: W m−2

for ocean net heat flux (FH; negative means ocean uptake), °C for TO, gC m−2 year−1 for ocean net carbon flux (FC; negative means ocean uptake),
and mmol m−3 for tCO2. Counter lines in panels show isopycnic surfaces with an interval of 0.5 σθ. The RAD2 × CO2 result by MIROC-ESM is used
for the FH and TO analyses, and BGC2 × CO2 for FC and tCO2. All analyses were made based on 30 year averages and anomalies. Red, orange, and
magenta arrows represent the anthropogenic C transport by the Antarctic intermediate water (AAIW), Antarctic bottom water (AABW), and North
Atlantic deep water (NADW), respectively
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In the pre-industrial condition (top panels in Fig. 7), the
ocean temperature above the 1000m depth is relatively
warm in the region 40°S–40°N and stratified as character-
ized by the thermocline, which is roughly located between
the 26.5–27.0 σθ isopycnal surfaces; the ocean C is rela-
tively poor above the thermocline. One hundred years
after the abrupt CO2 doubling, the surface ocean above
the thermocline in the region 40°S–40°N was filled with
warmed waters (2nd row in Fig. 7). As schematically ex-
plained by Goodwin et al. (2015), this relatively fast uptake
of heat is likely based on the processes of the surface tur-
bulent mixed layer development and the warmed water
subduction from surface into thermocline along with the
isopycnal surfaces. As time passes, the heat is further
transported downward, seemingly attributed to both of
the above-mentioned warmed water subduction processes
and the ocean heat uptake associated with the formation
of North Atlantic deep water (NADW) and Antarctic bot-
tom water (AABW). Additionally, diapycnal mixing and
resultant downward heat flux across isopycnal surfaces
could accelerate the warming above and around the
thermocline. Deep-ocean warming became apparent in
the Southern Ocean until year 500 (3rd row in Fig. 7),
which was likely related to the recovery of deep convec-
tion in the Weddell Sea (Yamamoto et al. 2015; Obase
et al. 2017). Finally, at the end of the 2000 year-long simu-
lation, the entire Atlantic was warmed.
When compared with the heat transport, the spatial

and temporal change in C transport into deeper ocean
showed a distinct pattern (the third and fourth columns
of Fig. 7), particularly beyond a few centuries. In the first
100 years, the upper ocean, where seawater is well mixed
and ventilated, was filled by the anthropogenic C simi-
larly to that of heat uptake. In addition, the North Atlan-
tic also showed moderate anthropogenic C uptake. This
relatively fast (decadal to centennial) uptake of an-
thropogenic C into the thermocline and deeper layers in
the North Atlantic was also confirmed in the observa-
tional study on ocean C inventory (Sabine et al. 2004;
Gruber et al. 2019) and in centennial simulations by
CMIP5 and CMIP6 ESMs (Frölicher et al. 2015; Arora
et al. 2020). After that, unlike the heat transport, a large
part of the anthropogenic C remained above the thermo-
cline in the region 40°S–40°N, while the anthropogenic
C absorbed in the high-latitude formation region of
NADW was transported into intermediate/deep layers
mainly along the lower equatorward branch of the At-
lantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (magenta ar-
rows in the third to fifth row of Fig. 7). Again, we note
that the BGC2 × CO2 simulation was used for this C up-
take analysis, and thus the warming effects on the ocean
dynamics can be ignored here.
Like the Atlantic, the surface water in the Pacific also

quickly accumulated and transported the anthropogenic

C into the thermocline within a century, and the struc-
ture where much of the anthropogenic C was trapped in
the upper ocean persisted afterwards (Fig. 8). Unlike the
Atlantic, there was less anthropogenic C transport into
intermediate/deep layers in the Northern hemisphere
because there was no deep water formation in the sub-
arctic North Pacific. As a result, the content of an-
thropogenic C in the intermediate and deep layers was
maintained for a long time at levels that were not largely
different from those in the pre-industrial condition. The
anthropogenic C was gradually transported into deeper
layers along the northward intrusion of AABW, but even
after 2000 years, the ocean still had potential for an-
thropogenic C uptake.

The possible reasons for non-linear T-CE relationship in
millennium-scale experiments
Our simulations show that, on a centennial time-scale,
ocean heat and C uptake both proceeded in a similar man-
ner—they occurred in the well-ventilated upper ocean,
likely relying on the processes of surface mixing, and
warmed, C-rich water subduction into the thermocline, as
suggested by previous studies (e.g., Goodwin et al. 2015;
Frölicher et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2016; Arora et al.
2020). Additionally, the formation of NADW and associ-
ated equatorward flow are also confirmed to play an im-
portant role for C transport on this time-scale. Within a
few centuries, ocean heat and C uptakes proceeded in a
similar manner and at similar rates, but they were not
exactly the same; thus, partially opposing effects of oceanic
uptake of heat and C act to remain the almost constant
TCRE on multi-decadal to centennial time-scales (Good-
win et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2016). Over centuries to
millennia, however, the behavior of ocean heat and C up-
take is found to be decoupled, and the dominant process
in this time-scale changes to the slow ventilation of the
intermediate and deep ocean (Figs. 7 and 8; Goodwin
et al. 2015). This suggest that the key process to under-
stand the different pace of ocean heat and C uptake be-
yond centuries exists in the ventilation processes of the
intermediate and deep ocean.
One of the possible reasons for such different behavior

of ocean heat and C transport into deeper ocean over
centuries could be explained by the difference in the
time-scales of air-sea exchange of heat and C. The ocean
surface water reaches the equilibrium of air-sea heat ex-
change within a month, while air-sea CO2 exchange,
which is buffered by CO2 dissolution and carbonate
chemistry in the seawater, occurs over months or about
a year (Frölicher et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2014). As a re-
sult of the slow air-sea exchange of CO2, a large part of
the surface water is subducted into the ocean interior
before reaching air-sea CO2 equilibrium, producing a
large C deficit between the actual C amount in seawater
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and the amount of C that can potentially be contained
under air-sea equilibrium. Thus, the C deficit, called the
“C disequilibrium” or “unsaturated C” component (Ito
and Follows 2005; Jones et al. 2014; Schwinger and Tji-
putra 2018; Arora et al. 2020), mainly reflects how long
the ocean surface is exposed to the atmosphere. A study
based on centennial time-scale simulations by Arora
et al. (2020) compared this C disequilibrium component
among CMIP6 ESMs, and they clearly showed that C
disequilibrium is the main driver to keep anthropogenic

C in intermediate and deep water at relatively low levels.
Although their study was based on much shorter simula-
tions (150 years) than ours, the C disequilibrium compo-
nent, which is originally derived from the slow rate of
air-sea CO2 exchange, could also explain the low level of
anthropogenic C in intermediate and deep layers beyond
centuries to millennia.
Another possible mechanism could be associated with

the heat and C uptake in the Southern Ocean. The
Southern Ocean is the dominant region for global heat

Fig. 8 Atmosphere-ocean heat and carbon dioxide (CO2) fluxes (plots) and vertical distributions of ocean temperature and dissolved inorganic
carbon (TO and tCO2; shades) in the Pacific Ocean (150°W). See Fig. 7 legend for further details
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and C uptake, and about 75% and 43% of heat and C, re-
spectively, are estimated to be absorbed there based on
CMIP5 simulations (Frölicher et al. 2015). This signifi-
cant contribution of the Southern Ocean is maintained
by upwelling of cold and low anthropogenic C water
from deeper layers to the surface; the upwelled water is
transported northwards mainly by the surface wind-
driven Ekman flow, with uptake of heat and anthropo-
genic C from the atmosphere; a certain fraction of the
surface water is subducted again into the ocean interior;
this provides a pathway of warmed and C-rich surface
water into the ocean interior, making the thermocline
the main storage mechanism of excess heat and an-
thropogenic C in decadal to centennial time-scales; the
formation of Antarctic intermediate water in the region
around 50°S–40°S transports the anthropogenic C into
intermediate layers of around 1000m depth; the an-
thropogenic C can also be transported into deeper layers
by AABW (Sabine et al. 2004; Iudicone et al. 2016; Jones
et al. 2014; Gruber et al. 2019). The C uptake from the
atmosphere into the Southern Ocean, however, only ac-
counts for 43% of global ocean C uptake—this contribu-
tion is large but much less than that of heat uptake in
this region (75%; Frölicher et al. 2015), suggesting a low
efficiency of oceanic C uptake in this region compared
with heat uptake. Indeed, the amount of anthropogenic
C on the transport pass of the Antarctic intermediate
water (AAIW; the red arrows in Figs. 7 and 8, which al-
most corresponded to the potential density of AAIW of
27.0σθ–27.55σθ) is clearly lower than that in the above
layers; in particular, the anthropogenic C minimum of
AAIW is found clearly in the Atlantic Ocean, at year
500 and later in the FULL2 × CO2 (rightmost column in
Fig. 7); in the Pacific, the anthropogenic C of AAIW and
of the layers below clearly maintains a lower amount of
anthropogenic C over the whole 2000 years (Fig. 8).
Similarly, the AABW (shown by orange arrows in Figs. 7
and 8) also contains low levels of anthropogenic C.
These low levels of anthropogenic C in the intermediate
and deep layers are also confirmed in the FULL2 × CO2

by MIROC-ES2L (Figs. S5 and S6).
The low level of anthropogenic C in the water mass

formed in the Southern Ocean (AAIW and AABW)
might be attributable to the C disequilibrium component
as discussed above, which is further associated with the
mixed layer depth, buffering effect of C chemistry, exist-
ence of sea ice, and other factors like residence time of
upwelled water in this region (Jones et al. 2014). In
addition, because the upwelled water in the Southern
Ocean is cold but already contains abundant C because
of the long-term biological effects, the upwelled cold
water could more effectively take up the heat from the
atmosphere than C. For more detail, we need further
examination of the mechanism to produce the low level

of anthropogenic C in the Southern Ocean, hopefully
based on multi-model comparison. In particular, the re-
generated C component, which is one of the oceanic in-
organic C components caused by biological regeneration
of organic C, might be associated with the millennium-
long processes; the regenerated C can contribute to C
accumulation in intermediate and deeper layers and thus
it may partly accelerate the C uptake, in particular under
the effect of global warming (e.g., Schwinger and Tjipu-
tra 2018; Arora et al. 2020).
In the section above, to explain the situation when

RUNR is smaller than TCRE (Figs. 3 and 5), we have dis-
cussed the decoupled behavior of the ocean heat and C
uptake beyond centuries, by attributing it to the C dis-
equilibrium component and the role of the Southern
Ocean. Additionally, MacDougall (2017) suggested based
on a theoretical framework that constant TCRE can be
realized for a limited range of emission rates and that
constant TCRE cannot be maintained when emission
rates are very high or very low. Indeed, in the FULL2 ×

CO2 and 1pctCO2 simulations, the two experiments
overlap when diagnosed emissions are in the mid-range
of emission rates and diverge when the emission rates
are very high (> 20 PgC year−1) and very low (< 1 PgC
year−1). Thus, even if the ocean heat and C uptake pro-
cesses remained tightly coupled beyond centuries, we
might expect the relationship between global warming
and cumulative C emission to be non-linear based on
the emission rate (MacDougall 2017; Seshadri 2017).

Summary and conclusions
In this study, by using two ESMs, we performed ideal-
ized climate–C cycle simulations where the atmospheric
CO2 concentration was abruptly doubled from pre-
industrial state and fixed at that level over a millennial
time-scale (FULL2 × CO2, BGC2 × CO2, and RAD2 × CO2);
the analysis mainly focused on the relationship between
global temperature change and diagnosed anthropogenic
emission. The results were compared with another ideal-
ized experiment, 1pctCO2, where the CO2 concentration
is increased by 1% per year, and we confirmed that the
ΔT–CE relationship was not linear in the FULL2 × CO2

experiment when compared with that of 1pctCO2, al-
though the degree of similarity of the ΔT–CE plot be-
tween the two experiments was dependent on the
model. One model, MIROC-ESM, showed a relatively
large discrepancy on the ΔT–CE plot between FULL2 ×

CO2 and 1pctCO2 experiments, which was quantitatively
captured by the relatively smaller RUNR (the ratio of
unrealized warming to unrealized C uptake in the latter
part of the FULL2 × CO2 experiment) than the TCRE
(which was evaluated at the doubled CO2 level in the
1pctCO2 experiment). This smaller RUNR than TCRE
was also confirmed in EMICs, but the degree of
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mismatches between RUNR and TCRE was dependent on
the models, suggesting that large uncertainty exists in
both ΔT and CE in the long-term climate–C cycle simu-
lations by existing models. On average, all 10 models in-
cluding two ESMs and eight EMICs showed 1.87 ±
0.38 °C/EgC for TCRE, 1.11 ± 0.51 °C/EgC for RUNR, and
1.48 ± 0.37 °C/EgC for qECRE.
In the latter period of the millennium time-scale ex-

periment, RUNR became relatively smaller than TCRE be-
cause in this period global warming is almost ceased but
the ocean continues to take up C. By considering that
long-term global temperature is tightly associated with
ocean heat uptake, it is interesting that the small RUNR

relative to TCRE suggests that the ocean continues to
take up C longer than it takes up heat. However, this is
contradictory to the widespread understanding of the
role of the ocean in long-term climate and C cycles—the
ocean continues to take up heat and C in pace with each
other because deep ocean circulation dominates both
processes, and thus global warming and ocean C uptake
are expected to continue/cease with the same pace. In
our study, ESMs showed that the ocean heat propagated
into deeper ocean in a straight downward manner, while
ocean C transport seemed strongly dominated by the
meridional overturning circulations. Because of this,
ocean C transport into the deeper ocean slowed, taking
more time to dominate and saturate with anthropogenic
C throughout the depth of the water column, and lead-
ing to the time-lag of ceasing of ocean C uptake behind
the ceasing of global warming. We raised two possibil-
ities (C disequilibrium component and the role of the
Southern Ocean) to explain this decoupled behavior of
ocean heat and C uptake beyond centuries, but further
multi-model analysis would be necessary to clarify the
detailed mechanism behind this difference.
If models have relatively smaller RUNR than TCRE,

they should have larger CE at the end of 1000 years
simulation than CE that is evaluated when global warm-
ing reaches qECS in the 1pctCO2 experiment. This def-
icit was quantified as ΔCADD, and many models
projected positive values for ΔCADD, indicating that if
we aim to stabilize the CO2 concentration and the sub-
sequent climate stabilization over centuries to millennia,
we can emit C by ΔCADD in addition to the CE esti-
mated from the linear ΔT–CE plot of 1pctCO2.
The experimental design employed in this study was

highly idealized (abruptly doubling CO2 concentration
over 1000–2000 years), and thus the direct translation of
the simulation results to policy-relevant messages might
be difficult. However, performing such experiments by
using ESMs can lead us to a fundamental understanding
on how the climate–C cycle system proceeds on the mil-
lennium time-scale, as partly performed in this study. In
particular, the examination of (quasi)equilibrium states

of the climate–C cycle system, which were evaluated by
qECS, qECE, and qECRE in this study, might provide
more basic properties of models because these indices
are independent of the choice of scenario (the pathway
to reach the doubled CO2 level) and rely on the magni-
tude of external forcing (and simulation length), as trad-
itionally examined in the physical climate science field.
The examination revealed that larger uncertainty exists
in RUNR than TCRE, suggesting the importance of con-
straining the long-term response of the climate–C cycle
system in models.
In this study, only two ESMs were used for the ana-

lysis, but to confirm the robustness of the conclusions, it
is desirable to perform similar simulations by multiple
ESMs, as performed by a model intercomparison project
“LongRunMIP” by Rugenstein et al. (2019). Although
the simulations proposed in this study are computation-
ally expensive and other possible experimental designs
exist (e.g., a pulse emission scenario as used in Archer
et al. 2009; Frölicher et al. 2013; Joos et al. 2013), the ex-
periments performed in this study are quite simple. Be-
cause the abrupt increase in CO2 (quadrupling) scenario
was already embedded as one of the fundamental experi-
ments of CMIP5 and CMIP6, extending the simulation
up to 1000 years was not difficult and thus this simple
design might be favored by modeling centers. Further-
more, a part of the simulations can be performed by off-
line models (e.g., the BGC2 × CO2 simulation could be
performed by off-line land/ocean models with biogeo-
chemistry; the RAD2 × CO2 experiment could be per-
formed by AOGCMs). Performing millennium time-
scale simulations by a hierarchy of climate models
(ESMs, AOGCMs, EMICs, and simplified climate
models) and comparison of the results will help to ob-
tain further insight on climate-C cycle processes and to
understand the long-term response of the Earth system
to anthropogenic perturbations.
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